
PREDICTIVE RECOMMENDATION ENGINE TO MATCH BUSINESS 
EVENT ATTENDEES WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE AND THE RIGHT 
CONTENT 

 

CONTEXT 

SACEOS is the trade association of the meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions 
(MICE) industry in Singapore, to promote growth development and enhance the infrastructure 
as well as the capabilities of the MICE industry. GlobalSign.In (GSI), a member of SACEOS, is a 
leading event technology company that builds software for events, providing a whole range 
of service for events, from pre to during to post event. Their event management tools help a 
broad range of users like corporates and enterprises, MICE (meetings, incentives, conferences, 
and exhibitions) organisers, government agencies, associations and education institutions, 
power training and events of any size and cater to a wide range of event planning 
requirements. 

As a service to event organisers, they have been providing an integrated platform for 
conference organisers to manage all kinds of processes from pre-event communications to 
actual day event processes like registration and event info to post event follow up and 
connections. 

Over the years, the widespread use of the mobile phone as a personal and work device to 
access online information has changed the way conferences and exhibitions are run. Besides 
just content and product information, customers are looking for new and more curated 
experiences. Professionals visiting tradeshows and conferences hope to have more meaningful 
connections made, not just how many they make. They hope to gain access to the right 
exhibitors quickly and have less time and tolerance for general browsing. 

As part of their commitment to deliver more personalised services to their clients, GSI hopes 
to enhance the professional attendee experience by leveraging on technology to provide 
better matches for the professional attendee so that they can make the most appropriate 
connections to the right conference exhibitor, fellow attendee and conference organiser. They 
hope to do this by leveraging on the increased availability of data sources today to capture 
more comprehensive customer information and using AI and machine learning to build a smart 
engine that would enable predictive matching that is personalised and relevant to the 
professional conference attendee. 

Their vision is to create a way for professional attendees to make the most meaningful 
connections in the shortest amount of time at each conference or trade show they go to. At 
the heart of it, is a smart engine that is capable of analysing large amount of profile data to 
provide predictive recommendations on matches that meet the needs of professional 
attendees. This smart engine would be able to integrate into event organisers’ own platforms 
in multiple ways and power new applications (i.e. chatbots) that would facilitate the process of 
matching. 



 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

How might we create a predictive engine for more accurate match rate for professional event 
attendees to networks and content during and after the event? 

 

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR 

• A Proof-of-Concept (POC) solution that matches interest of professional conference 
attendees to relevant connections, enabled by a smart matching engine. The solution 
will be open-sourced and need to include: 

o An AI engine that is able to process data from different event data sources and 
perform data analytics to predict and recommend ‘matches’ that will be 
beneficial for the potential event attendee. 

o The matches should include (but are not limited) to the following connections 
that are key to a successful attendee experience. 

 Attendee-to-Attendee connections 
(E.g. connecting the professional attendee to potential partners, 
collaborators or clients who might be at the same event) 

 Attendee-to-Content 
(E.g. connecting the professional attendee to live sessions and tracks 
they may be interested in attending) 

 Attendee-to-Exhibitor 
(E.g. connecting the professional attendee to the right solution provider 
in the exhibition area) 

 Attendee-to-Organiser 
(E.g. connecting the professional attendee to key content that was 
missed out during the event, allowing the attendee to feedback on 
topics that they are interested to see in the next event) 

o In order to do this, the AI engine should be smart enough to capture data from 
different sources to build an accurate profile of the attendee and related parties 
to be connected with. 

o The engine should be able to leverage on Machine Learning to become more 
accurate over time as more data is collected over more events. 

o The output of the matches should create new value to the professional 
attendee with the following performance measurements: 

 Pre-event: 

 Accurate recommendations on sessions and talks to attend. 



 During Event: 

 Increased accuracies of accessing the right content. 

 Increased accuracies of meeting the right people. 

 Increased opportunities for business development. 

 Post-event: 

 Better and more intuitive follow-ups on contacts and solution 
providers. 

 Recommendations on content (video recording, slides, articles) 
missed out during event. 

o The engine should expose an API to make it pluggable to other platforms. 

There are no restrictions on the geographic location of the problem solvers who may choose 
to apply to this challenge. However, the POC needs to be demonstrated in Singapore. 

 

POSSIBLE USE CASE 

A chatbot that resides on the event organiser application, providing contextual and accurate 
recommendations to professional attendees on which exhibitor to visit, which keynote or 
breakout session to go to, etc. based on the unique profile of the attendee. Recommendations 
are triggered when the professional attendee asks questions directly on the chatbot. The 
system then generates a post-event report for the professional attendee that updates on 
“What did I miss” and how the attendee can follow up via other channels. 

 

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU 

• SGD 35,000 of prize money (GST-inclusive, if any) for each winner of this challenge (see 
Award Model). 

• Potential partnership to build a new professional interest matching engine to power 
GSI’s existing event management tools and highly scalable with other conference 
organisers’ platforms. 

• Opportunity to test in Singapore and scale regionally or globally, on a city-by-city basis. 

• Collaborate with SACEOS to reach out to the greater community for refinement and 
deployment. 

 

  



EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The Applicants shall be evaluated in accordance with the evaluation criteria set out below: 

Solution Fit 

• To what extent does the proposed solution address the problem statement effectively? 

Solution Readiness 

• How ready is the proposed solution to go to market? 

• Is there any evidence to suggest capacity to scale? 

Solution Advantage 

• Is the solution truly innovative, does it make use of new technologies in the market, 
and can it potentially generate new IP? 

Company Profile 

• Does the product have user and revenue traction? 

• Do the team members possess strong scientific/ technical background? 

 

AWARD MODEL 

30% of the prize money will be awarded to each selected finalist at the start of the POC 
development process, with the remaining 70% to be awarded during the POC development 
process, based on milestones agreed between GSI and the solver. 

Note that a finalist who is selected to undertake the POC development process will be required 
to enter into an agreement with GSI that will include more detailed conditions pertaining to 
the POC development. 

 

DEADLINE 

All submissions must be made by 14 February 2020, 1600 hours (SGT/GMT +8). GSI and 
IMDA may extend the deadline of the submission at their discretion. Late submissions will not 
be considered. 


